Radiation Resistance of Sequencing Chips for \textit{in situ} Life Detection
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Abstract

Life beyond Earth may be based on RNA or DNA if such life is related to life on Earth through shared ancestry due to meteoritic exchange, such as may be the case for Mars, or if delivery of similar building blocks to habitable environments has biased the evolution of life toward utilizing nucleic acids. In this case, \textit{in situ} sequencing is a powerful approach to identify and characterize such life without the limitations or expense of returning samples to Earth, and can monitor forward contamination. A new semiconductor sequencing technology based on sensing hydrogen ions released during nucleotide incorporation can enable massively parallel sequencing in a small, robust, optics-free CMOS chip format. We demonstrate that these sequencing chips survive several analogues of space radiation at doses consistent with a 2-year Mars mission, including protons with solar particle event–distributed energy levels and 1 GeV oxygen and iron ions. We find no measurable impact of irradiation at 1 and 5 Gy doses on sequencing quality nor on low-level hardware characteristics. Further testing is required to study the impacts of soft errors as well as to characterize performance under neutron and gamma irradiation and at higher doses, which would be expected during operation in environments with significant trapped energetic particles such as during a mission to Europa. Our results support future efforts to use \textit{in situ} sequencing to test theories of panspermia and/or whether life has a common chemical basis.
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1. Introduction

Life on Mars, if it exists, may be related to life on Earth due to significant meteoritic transfer between the planets (Gladman and Burns, 1996; Gladman \textit{et al.}, 1996) at low temperature (Weiss \textit{et al.}, 2000; Fritz \textit{et al.}, 2005; Shuster and Weiss, 2005) and survivable shock pressures (Horneck \textit{et al.}, 2008). Under a scenario of shared ancestry, modern molecular biology tools can be applied to finding and characterizing any extant or recently dead martian life, in particular by isolating, detecting, and sequencing nucleic acids such as DNA or RNA (Ruvkun \textit{et al.}, 2002; Isenbarger \textit{et al.}, 2008a, 2008b). One strategy would be to analyze samples returned from Mars. However, under current mission scenarios, samples collected on Mars would experience conditions that could degrade nucleic acids, such as irradiation during extended storage on the surface of Mars or temperature fluctuations during the return cruise. \textit{In situ} sequencing is a promising alternative. Traditional Sanger sequencing has been implemented in a microfluidic format (Blazej \textit{et al.}, 2006), but this approach has limited throughput: it is slow and not easily parallelizable. Thus, the number of sequences generated on Mars would be very limited. Second-generation DNA sequencing technologies enable massively parallel sequencing (Metzker, 2010) but have been too large and complex to consider \textit{in situ} sequencing. However, massively parallel sequencing \textit{in situ} is now feasible through semiconductor sequencing: a small standard CMOS chip that enables concurrent sequencing in millions of wells, requires no imaging or optics, and is extremely small, fast, robust, and relies upon simple chemistry (Rothberg \textit{et al.}, 2011).

In the present study, we characterized the ability of semiconductor sequencing chips to withstand simulated space radiation conditions associated with a 2-year mission.
Space instruments must survive hazards of the space environment such as extremes of temperature and pressure; space radiation is generally the main concern for semiconductor devices. These sequencing chips rely on ion-sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFETs) to detect the release of hydrogen ions during addition of nucleotides to a growing DNA strand. Space radiation, such as protons, heavy ions, and neutrons (produced through secondary reactions) may impact semiconductor sequencing in two fundamental ways: First, it may cause lattice displacement, leading to recombination centers and depletion of minority carriers (holes for p-type silicon, electrons for n-type silicon). Second, it may cause ionization effects resulting in random transients. We focus on the former, which can lead to charge buildup within the silicon dioxide gate, leading to easier activation of n-type ISFETs such as those used in the sequencing chips. When the accumulated charge is high enough, it can keep transistors permanently open (n-type) or closed (p-type). The potential impact of irradiation on the sequencing chips could be an increased risk of false-positive nucleotide incorporation signals, reduced performance such as lower read length, or complete loss of sensors.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Approach

Semiconductor sequencing works as follows (Fig. 1A): First a sequencing library, consisting of fragments of DNA with known ends, is generated. This can be done by using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to target specific genomic loci, or through metagenomic approaches such as fragmentation of DNA followed by ligation of known sequences to the fragments. The library is amplified via clonal PCR on beads in an emulsion. The amplified library is then enriched to eliminate beads without clonal products. The second strand is removed to produce single-stranded DNA, and a sequencing primer and polymerase are added. Then a sequencing chip containing millions of microwells is loaded with beads, which are sized to achieve one bead per well. Sequencing takes 1–3 h depending upon the desired read length and works as follows: Beneath each well is an ISFET. Consider one well on a chip, occupied by a bead covered by a clonal DNA molecule: When a matching deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) flows by, a polymerase enzyme sitting on the DNA incorporates the dNTP into the 3’ end of a growing double-stranded DNA molecule, releasing a hydrogen ion. When this happens concurrently on the ~10^6 identical molecules in the well, the resulting transient change in pH is detected as a change in the source voltage. By flowing the four standard dNTPs one by one, and looking for transients, the target sequence can be determined in each of the occupied wells. By fitting these transients to a model of nucleotide incorporation, each base can be called and scored for quality. Reads can be mapped to a known genome or some collection of relevant sequence data for comparison. Finally, control beads, templated with known sequences, are added at the 1–2% level to provide a built-in control with every run.

We used Ion 314 chips with 1.3 million wells (or equivalently, pixels) per chip. To characterize sequencing chips, we electrically tested them and confirmed their ability to perform DNA sequencing after irradiation. Electrical testing included quantifying gain, reference voltage, and sensitivity to pH for each ISFET sensor (pixel), and requires chip wetting for the ISFETs to function properly. The chips were designed for single use; thus, to ensure that we could also test the ability of the chips to sequence DNA after irradiation, we split 40 total chips into two groups of 20 chips (Fig. 1B). One group was electrically tested, dried, irradiated, and tested again, while the second group was irradiated and

FIG. 1. Experiment overview. (A) Semiconductor sequencing. (B) Partitioning of sequencing chips into electrical testing and sequencing cohorts. (C) Sequencing was carried out over 10 days. See text for details. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
used for DNA sequencing. The sequencing group of 20 included two chips for each of six irradiation conditions (3 ions×2 doses, see below), four control chips, and four additional control chips from a separate manufacturing lot. Chips were similarly allocated for electrical testing; in this group, all chips came from the identical manufacturing lot and wafer (Supplementary Table S1; Supplementary Data are available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast).

2.2. Irradiations

We carried out these sequencing chip exposures (Table 1) concurrently with exposures of reagents required for DNA amplification via PCR (Carr et al., 2013), utilizing the same ions and water-equivalent doses of 1 and 5 Gy. We exposed the chips to proton (H-1), oxygen (O-18), and iron (Fe-56) ions at the NASA Space Radiation Lab, using the 200 MeV Linear Accelerator (H-1) and Electron Beam Ion Source (O-18 and Fe-56). The H-1 exposure simulated the August 1972 solar particle event (SPE) energy distribution (Supplementary Table S2), whereas the O-18 and Fe-56 exposures utilized 1 GeV/nucleon particles. Sequencing chips were exposed in electrostatic packaging in groups of four, with typical beam uniformity of <2% variation over a 13×13 cm area (Supplementary Fig. S1). We used water-equivalent calibrated dose to estimate fluence as previously described (Carr et al., 2013), then used this fluence to estimate silicon-equivalent dose. Linear energy transfer (LET) values used to calculate silicon-equivalent dose (Supplementary Table S1) were determined with LET124 (http://tvdg10.phy.bnl.gov/let.html). For detailed beam characterization data including Bragg peaks see the NSRL website at http://www.bnl.gov/medical/nasa.

At the higher dose, the H-1 fluence corresponds to the expected total SPE fluence of protons with energies above 30 MeV for a 2-year period under a situation of zero shielding (Carr et al., 2013). This proton exposure is higher than expected under martian surface conditions, because of shielding due to the martian surface and some shielding provided by the atmosphere. Each heavy ion dose corresponds to a fluence above the total expected fluence (2.5×10^7 cm^{-2}) of all heavy ion particles, estimated as the galactic cosmic radiation heavy ion contribution of 0.04 cm^{-2} s^{-1}×2 years. Neutrons are expected to contribute significantly to total dose on the surface of Mars (Le Postollec et al., 2009), with a worst-case fluence over 2 years of ~10^{10} cm^{-2}. However, in the present study we focused on other particles because CMOS devices tend to be relatively insensitive to neutron exposure up to above 10^{14} cm^{-2} (Walker et al., 1990). Gamma rays, also associated with secondary reactions, contribute significantly to dose on the surface of Mars (Le Postollec et al., 2009) and will be explored in future work. While gamma irradiation at sterilization doses (>25,000 Gy) has been shown to impair pH ISFETs (Shimada et al., 1980), these doses are far beyond what would be expected for a 2-year Mars mission.

2.3. Electrical testing

Electrical testing of the semiconductor (CMOS) chip was done with the Ion Personal Genome Machine (PGM) System. Measurements of gain, reference voltage, and pixels in range were measured during the standard chip calibration step. This calibration step verifies that the chip is operating correctly and reports if the sensor is good enough to be used to sequence. A special PGM System test mode allows independent measurement of these parameters without requiring a sequencing run. In addition to the standard electrical tests, a separate manual pH sensitivity test was also run on a subsample of parts to ensure there had been no shifts in the pH sensitivity of the device after radiation exposure. Control parts were tested and then held in storage for the same amount of time as the irradiated parts. This was to determine any aging effect due to the surface being wet and to assess any associated drift.

The gain test measures the voltage gain from the input of the ion sensing transistor (ISFET) to the output of the chip, which is then converted to a digital code with an on-PGM analog-to-digital converter. The nominal gain of the chip is ~0.6. Any gain near 0.6 meets sequencing requirements. Any damage to the ISFET or other internal circuitry would cause a shift in gain due to offsets, charging, or destruction of the transistors from the applied radiation.

The reference voltage measures the voltage applied to the reference electrode in the W2 solution (80 mL of 100 mM KMT in 1.92 L milli-Q H_{2}O), which biases the ISFET to the proper operating voltage. A DAC code is recorded during calibration, which ideally would be set to 1.9 V but can vary depending on the calibration routines optimizing for the maximum number of pixels in range. Any damage to the ISFET such as charging from the radiation would cause a shift in this reference voltage.

The “pixels in range” test monitors how many of these pixels are active to provide sequencing data. Bad pixels are defined as pinned “high” or pinned “low,” corresponding to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Energy (MeV/n)</th>
<th>Flux (cm^{-2} s^{-1})</th>
<th>Exposure time (min)</th>
<th>Fluence (cm^{-2})</th>
<th>Water-equivalent dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Silicon-equivalent dose (Gy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>H-1</td>
<td>SPE</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>5.4×10^{9}</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>H-1</td>
<td>SPE</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>2.7×10^{9}</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>O-16</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3.4×10^{6}</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4.4×10^{7}</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>O-16</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.0×10^{7}</td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>2.2×10^{8}</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>Fe-56</td>
<td>1000 [967]</td>
<td>4.4×10^{4}</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>4.1×10^{6}</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>Fe-56</td>
<td>1000 [967]</td>
<td>4.9×10^{4}</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>2.1×10^{7}</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energy is target and [achieved] in MeV/nucleon; SPE indicates solar particle event energy distribution (Supplementary Table S2). N.A. = not applicable. We controlled the water-equivalent dose, and the fluence and flux are calculated from LET values (Supplementary Table S3).
their bias point being either above or below the optimal electrical operating conditions. The software reports pixels in range rounded to the nearest thousand pixels.

Statistically, there could be a small percentage of transistors that are defective in a pixel array. Damage to the ISFETs from radiation would result in a significant shift in pinned pixels pre- and post-exposure. Also, parts that have been wet, baked (to remove moisture), and sitting for some time may produce a slight increase of pinned pixels. Note that sequencing chips are intended for single use only, so exposure of used chips to external environmental conditions is not a source of concern. A spatial plot of pixels in range is also displayed on the PGM instrument screen, which provides a visual aid to discern whether there is any pattern or localized area of pinned pixels.

Differences in gain, reference voltage, and pixels in range were assessed by a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) *anova1* function. When there were only two categories to compare, we used either a two-tailed (equivalent to ANOVA) or one-tailed *t* test (*ttest2* function).

The pH sensitivity test measures the output voltage in response to changes in pH at the ISFET (mV/pH). This test requires a special setup on the PGM instrument: Tris buffer is placed in the reagent tubes instead of the nucleotides. Each tube has a buffer with a different pH (8, 7.6, 7.2, 7.4). The output voltage is then measured in response to each of these buffers. A linear extrapolation of the pH sensitivity is then obtained from post-processing of the data. Histograms and heat maps of the pH step are also generated. Tris buffer is sensitive to temperature, and the pH sensitivity test can vary from measurement to measurement. This test is performed to assure that the pH sensitivity of the sensor has not changed after being irradiated.

### 2.4. Sequencing and sequence analysis

For sequencing (Fig. 1C), we used an *Escherichia coli* DH10B control library (Ion Sphere Quality Control Kit 4468656, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), amplified it at 1× concentration with the Ion OneTouch System, loaded beads onto Ion 314 chips (with 1.26 million wells), and sequenced on the Ion Personal Genome Machine (PGM) Sequencer. To control for run-to-run variability in bead preparation, we generated 11 sets of amplified beads (days 1–4), enriched them (day 5), and pooled them. Controls were sequences on the first day of sequencing (day 6) and on the last day (day 10) to control for any aging phenotypes (such as loss of loadable amplified beads through aggregation). During each sequencing day, we carried out four sequencing runs following this pattern: initialization, sequencing (2×), water clean (2×), initialization, sequencing (2×), water clean (2×). In addition, chlorite cleans were carried out before the first day of sequencing (Day 5) and preceding the final water cleans on days 7, 9, and 10 to limit any growth within the sequencer fluidics. Manufacturing lot controls were sequenced in the third and fourth runs of each control sequencing day.

The automated chip data analysis first determined which wells contain beads; next, alive beads (those producing measurable signals) were identified. Recognition of an initial key sequence separated control beads from library beads. Flows were then analyzed to produce sequences for each well, eliminating those with poor signal or signatures of polyclonality and trimming 3′ ends to remove adaptor sequences or low-quality bases.

Reads were aligned to the *E. coli* DH10B genome with the Torrent Mapping Alignment Program (TMAP; https://github.com/iontorrent/TMAP). Briefly, TMAP determines candidate mapping locations with the BWA-short (Li and Durbin, 2009), BWA-long (Li and Durbin, 2010), and SSAHA (Ning et al., 2001) algorithms; scores these candidates with the Smith-Waterman (Smith and Waterman, 1981) algorithm; and finds an aggregate best alignment. Each sequencing run results in a single BAM file containing the alignments. These files were uploaded to Galaxy (Giardine et al., 2005; Blanckenberg et al., 2010; Goecks et al., 2010) and analyzed with the SAM/BAM Alignment Summary Metrics feature to identify alignment statistics including mismatch rate and insertion/deletion (indel) rate. These metrics were combined with ion and dose information and analyzed with MATLAB via regression (using *regress* and *regstats* functions) and ANOVA (using *anova1* function).

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Electrical testing

All chips, including controls, passed all pre- and post-irradiation electrical tests (Supplementary Tables S4–S6).

All gain values remained within the normal range of variability. We first examined gain differences within the control (C) and irradiation (I) subgroups in the pre- and post-irradiation conditions (Fig. 2A) and found a nearly significant difference in the means by ANOVA (*p* = 0.0545). However, there was no association between irradiation and changes in the gain (Fig. 2B; ANOVA or two-sided *t* test, *p* = 0.91), whereas there was a significant difference between electrical tests (Fig. 2C; one-sided *t* test, *p* = 0.0035), consistent with an effect of the wetting and drying process associated with electrical testing.

Similarly, all variations in the reference electrode voltage across all chips stayed within the normal range, never exceeding 1.3% (Fig. 2D), even while there were differences in group means by ANOVA (*p* = 0.0035). Once again, there was no association between irradiation and change in the reference voltage (Fig. 2E; ANOVA or two-sided *t* test, *p* = 0.78), whereas there was a significant difference between electrical tests (Fig. 2F; one-sided *t* test, *p* = 0.0032).

Pixels in range analysis revealed significant but inconsequential differences by ANOVA (Fig. 2G; *p* = 7.5 × 10^-7). The control parts had a maximum shift of pixels in the range of 0.5%, whereas the irradiated parts had a maximum shift of pixels in the range of 0.2%. These small shifts can be caused by bubbles in the wash solution but are well within normal statistical variation. Comparing pre- and post-irradiation conditions, we found that the irradiated parts had more pixels in range than the controls (Fig. 2H; one-sided *t* test, *p* = 0.00016). This difference was caused primarily by a reduction in pixels in range in the controls, although there was also a significant reduction in pixels in range in the irradiated group (post vs. pre, one-sided *t* test, *p* = 0.0018). Overall, effects of the wetting and drying during electrical testing and/or bubbles in the wash buffer contributed to significant but inconsequentially lower numbers of pixels in range in the
second electrical test (Fig. 2I; post vs. pre, one-sided t test, $p = 0.00054$).

The pH sensitivity test was performed on a sample of the various radiation conditions and control parts to assure that the sensor still functioned as a pH sensor. A measured value $>50$ mV/pH indicates the sensor is functioning properly. Due to sensitivity of the Tris buffer to temperature, variations of pH were observed from measurement to measurement in both control and irradiated parts. However, all tested parts were properly functioning as a pH sensor, above 50 mV/pH, and were within expected statistical variations (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5).

3.2. Sequencing

All chips successfully generated sequence data (Fig. 3A). Run 14 generated much lower sequence data because of a known preparation error and was excluded from further analysis. By ANOVA, we found no effect of ion ($p = 0.61$) or dose ($p = 0.71$) on signal-to-noise. To assess bead aging, we regressed run number against a number of performance metrics. We found a trend toward lower total called bases ($-0.33$ Mb/day, $p = 0.37$), lower numbers of live library beads (Fig. 3B; $-4.3 \times 10^3$/day, $p = 0.22$), and lower signal-to-noise (Fig. 3C; $-0.16$/day, $p = 0.11$) as beads aged, but no
significant effect of run number on these or other metrics, including the fraction of beads that were live, the total called bases, the average number of reads per library bead, the mapped bases per live library bead, the mismatch rate, and the indel event rate. As expected from prior analysis, indels are the largest source of alignment error (Fig. 3D). However, the error rates did not vary significantly across runs by ANOVA when ion and dose were used as factors (mismatch rate $p=0.09, 0.22$; indel event rate $p=0.25, 0.5$, respectively). The ANOVA coefficients for mismatch rate were positive for control and Fe-56, negative for O-18 and H-1, and corresponded to a different manufacturing lot; a separate ANOVA for which only manufacturing lot was used as a factor was highly significant ($p=0.0042$).

Although we found no functional impact of irradiation at the level of sequence accuracy, we also assessed whether irradiation might subtly modify nucleotide incorporation signals as measured by the ISFETs. We compared measured nucleotide incorporation dynamics during the first eight flows (TACGTACG), which are the flows required to read out the key sequence (TCAG) associated with library beads (Fig. 4A). Note that the peaks read out the key sequence, and while the T, C, and A peaks are expected to be of similar magnitude (because all live library beads have the key sequence), the final G peak is expected to be higher due to some beads having homopolymer incorporations during this flow. Subtle differences in the flows were observed between control chips (black, blue) and O-18 (yellow) or H-1 (red) chips but not Fe-56 (purple) chips (Fig. 4B). In all cases, 1 Gy and 5 Gy conditions were virtually identical. When controlling for manufacturing lot (Fig. 4C), we found that all the differences are associated with a specific lot, whereas the two other lots were virtually indistinguishable (Fig. 3D). The most parsimonious explanation is that these differences result from manufacturing variability, given the lot association and lack of dose effect.
4. Discussion

An *in situ* life-detection instrument, as conceived here, would need to operate under pressure and controlled temperature to allow proper functioning of DNA polymerase during the sequencing process. Long-term (1+ years) storage of lyophilized reagents is now common and would provide adequate shelf life of reagents required for *in situ* sequencing. This leaves radiation resistance as the main requirement unique to the space environment. The lack of measurable effects of irradiation under the conditions studied suggests that *in situ* sequencing on Mars may be feasible with the semiconductor sequencing technology, at least from a total dose perspective.

In particular, the results of electrical testing for the controls, pre-irradiation, and post-irradiation parts are all within...
normal statistical variation. Furthermore, there was no evidence that irradiation contributed to any changes in electrical parameters. Although there was a slight shift in pixels in range in irradiated chips, this shift was smaller than the shift in un-irradiated chips, suggesting that this shift was not associated with irradiation.

These findings indicate that irradiation did not cause charging of the ISFET sensor plate, damage to the transistors, or other shifts in the operating conditions of the sensor circuitry. Any shifts would have been observed as either non-functioning devices or significant shifts in pixels in range, gain, pH sensitivity, or reference electrode voltages. We can therefore conclude that under the conditions studied, irradiation did not affect device electrical performance.

The sequencing runs were very consistent, although total output was low compared to typical runs, which may generate 50–80 Mb when using equivalent reagents and chips. This may be associated with a poor amplification or loss of beads during the pooling process. In support of the former hypothesis, our pre-enrichment bead assay suggested that around 4% of beads were templated (ideal range 5–30%), corresponding to low polyclonality and many beads without clonal products. The post-enrichment value of 35% indicated a significantly reduced number of beads without clonal products but is still low, which is suggestive of poor emulsion PCR and/or bead performance. However, in the present experiment consistency was far more important than total output, and in this regard we achieved extremely stable output from run to run.

Much higher throughput is feasible during future in situ sequencing due to scaling of well numbers and improvements in read length. For example, commercially available sequencing chips for the PGM have 1,26, 6.34, and 11.3 million wells (314, 316, and 318 chips respectively), and commercially available sequencing kits achieve read lengths up to 400 bp. These chips have 3 mm wells, which have been scaled to 0.5 mm wells in chips compatible with the newer Ion Proton System. The commercially released Ion Proton I chip has 165 million wells, and future chips may have as many as 1.2 billion wells. This has implications for radiation survival: Under all conditions except the lowest fluence (Fe-56 1 Gy), the mean number of particles per well is more than one for the chips tested (314) but is approximately 100 \times lower for the Proton I chip (Fig. 5A). Thus, at 1 and 5 Gy doses, most wells of a Proton I chip would not be hit by an iron or oxygen ion, whereas most would be hit by a proton (Fig. 5B). Treating irradiation as a Poisson process, the variance in particles per well is equal to the average number of particles per well, so that at \sim 100 \times higher fluences we can expect that essentially all wells would be hit for all ions even in the Proton I chip.

Assume for a moment that the smaller features of the Proton I chip make it more sensitive to a given number of ions per well, resulting in failure and degradation in 80% and 15% of the wells, respectively. If using only the remaining 5% (8.25 million) of the wells and assuming 70% loading density, 95% live bead fraction, 60% final library reads at mean read length of 250 bp, an in situ run might generate 822 Mb, which is enough to sequence the E. coli DH10B genome at 176-fold coverage. This coverage is adequate for genome assembly; while it may not be possible to generate a complete, closed whole genome de novo from these reads, they are more than adequate to re-sequence the entire genome of a moderately sized prokaryote or generate nearly complete contigs via de novo assembly. Thus, if an in situ sampled environment contained a dominant organism, it may be possible to sequence its genome in situ even with 95% loss of sequencing chip wells. Our recent results illustrate that these numbers are reasonable; in one recent run using a 316 chip (6.34 million wells) we generated over 824 and 488 Mb of Q20 (1% predicted error rate) data, enough to sequence the E. coli DH10B genome at an average of 175-fold coverage, or 104-fold coverage at 1% error.

Inherent in the process of semiconductor sequencing is identifying which wells are performing. Current algorithms identify a number of different well states, including but not limited to whether a well contains a bead, whether that bead is a library bead or a control bead, and whether a bead contains a clonal product or is polyclonal. If impacts of radiation are identified at higher doses, or with other ions or energies, algorithms can be developed that adapt to induced
changes in measured nucleotide incorporation signals and, when interpretation may lead to sequencing errors, ignore data from damaged wells.

We have already demonstrated that the key reagents required for in situ sequencing, essentially those required for PCR, function after the same irradiation conditions described herein (Carr et al., 2013). In that study, at Mars-relevant doses we found no apparent damage to DNA oligonucleotides nor decrease in our ability to PCR 1–1.5 kb products from irradiated genomic DNA. This suggests that DNA oligonucleotides, carried from Earth and used as part of the sequencing process, will not be adversely affected by space radiation. Similarly, we would not expect any DNA extracted in situ to be adversely affected by space radiation during processing, although space radiation may contribute to DNA degradation before sample collection in samples with less than on the order of 1 m of shielding.

In situ sequencing is a complex endeavor that will require extensive technology development in other areas. Nevertheless, we have now demonstrated that in situ semiconductor sequencing is a viable candidate for future missions such as those on the martian surface, where a lack of extensive trapped charged particles yields only moderate doses during a 2-year mission.

Beyond searching for life on Mars that is potentially related to life on Earth, in situ sequencing may be a viable approach to detect non-ancestrally related life, too, if it is based on RNA or DNA. Because complex organics, including nucleic acids and their precursors, have been identified in meteorites (Engel and Macko, 1997; Martins et al., 2008; Schmitt-Kopplin et al., 2010; Callahan et al., 2011; Cooper et al., 2011) and in interstellar space (Hollis et al., 2000), delivery of this material to habitable environments could have steered the development of life toward these biomolecules. Thus, it makes sense to search for RNA- or DNA-based life within potential habitable zones even outside the context of meteoritic exchange, such as the probable liquid water oceans beneath Europa (Carr et al., 1998; Kivelson et al., 2000), Enceladus (Porco et al., 2006; McKay et al., 2008; Postberg et al., 2011), and possibly Titan (Iess et al., 2010; Baland et al., 2011). Testing at higher doses and alternative conditions including gamma radiation is required to determine what kind of radiation hardening is required to enable in situ semiconductor sequencing in environments like Europa, where Jupiter’s magnetosphere traps high-energy particles and leads to doses orders of magnitude higher than evaluated here. In contrast, Enceladus is of particular interest due to its potential habitability, easy access to subsurface material via sampling its liquid plume, and much less intense radiation environment.
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